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Résumé : Cet article examine l’existence d’effets de rebond dans la variation des stocks

en sortie de récession à partir des données d’enquête de la Commission européenne. Nous

utilisons les soldes d’opinions relatifs aux stocks dans l’industrie manufacturière et le

commerce de détail pour la France, l’Allemagne et la zone euro. Nos résultats confirment

l’existence d’un effet de rebond dans le comportement de stockage des entreprises, au

cours des trimestres qui ont suivi les récessions. Ce résultat pourrait à son tour expliquer

le rebond du taux de croissance du PIB réel mis en évidence dans les études empiriques

antérieures. Par ailleurs, selon nos estimations, l’effet de rebond des stocks se produit

plus tard et dure plus longtemps dans l’industrie manufacturière que dans le commerce

de détail.

Mots-clés : Modèle à seuil, effet de rebond, cycle des affaires, stocks.

Code JEL : C22, E32.

Abstract: This paper explores the existence of a bounce-back effect in inventory in-

vestment using the European Commission opinion survey on stocks of finished products

in manufacturing and retail trade sectors. The data are quarterly balance for France,

Germany and a European aggregate, from 1985q1 to 2011q4. Our empirical findings

support the existence of a high recovery episode for inventory investment, during the

quarters immediately following the recessions. This could in turn explain the real GDP

growth rate bounce-back pointed out in previous empirical studies. Moreover, according

to our estimates, the inventory investment bounce-back occurs later and lasts longer in

manufacturing than in retail trade sector.

Keywords: Threshold auto-regression, bounce-back effects, business cycles, inventory

investment.

JEL classification: C22, E32.



Introduction

Since Abramovitz [1950], the role of inventory investment in business cycles is consid-

ered as important, even though often neglected. This belief basically stems from the

stylized facts that inventory investment is procyclical and in general slightly positively

correlated with sales, while the variance of production is greater than the variance of

sales.3 Hence, as production is the sum of final sales and inventory investment from a

national accounting perspective, the latter is suspected to exacerbate business cycles.

Yet, a growing number of empirical studies find evidence of a high-growth recovery

phase following contractions in real GDP growth rate data (see e.g. Sichel [1994], Kim,

Morley and Piger [2005], Bec, Bouabdallah and Ferrara [2011a] or Bec, Bouabdallah

and Ferrara [2011b], Morley and Piger [2012]). To our knowledge, the origins of this

bounce-back phenomenon have hardly been explored so far. The theoretical literature

on inventory investment basically considers four motives for holding inventories. The

production smoothing motive — see e.g. Blinder [1986] for a comprehensive presentation

— was the most popular one until the eighties. Probably due to its counter-factual

prediction regarding the relative volatility of output and final sales, alternative motives

have been put forward since then: i) the reduction of fixed order costs which grounds the

so-called (S, s) rule was first promoted by Blinder [1981], ii) the avoidance of stockouts

is the motive proposed by Kahn [1987] while iii) the production-costs smoothing motive

is analyzed in a partial equilibrium model by Eichenbaum [1989]. Nevertheless, even

though a motive may bunch production by producing more than sales at the firm level

— for instance to smooth a transitory favorable cost shock or when the floor of minimum

stocks, s, is reached — its impact on aggregate output is not trivial. Within a dynamic

stochastic general equilibrium setup, recent works by Wang and Wen [2009] and Wang,

Wen and Xu [2011] suggest that the production-cost smoothing motive or a firm-level

(S, s) policy for holding inventories respectively may explain a bounce-back effect in the

aggregate output as long as there is one in the inventory investment. This motivates the

3See Blinder and Maccini [1991] for a detailed discussion of these stylized facts and the competing

economic theories as of the end of the eighties.
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empirical investigation of inventory investment dynamics proposed in this paper.

Indirect empirical evidence for the inventory investment bounce-back effect is pro-

vided in Sichel [1994] from US data. Basically, since the real output is the sum of the

final sales and the inventory investment, this author tests for a bounce-back effect in

final sales using a very simple regression allowing the average growth rate of the final

sales to switch across expansion/contraction/recovery phases over the business cycle. As

the lack of bounce-back effect null hypothesis is not rejected for the final sales, whereas

it is for the real GDP growth rate, Sichel [1994] concludes that the latter originates

in the inventories bounce-back. More recently, Bec and Ben Salem [2012] have used

French national account data to test for the presence of a bounce-back effect in in-

ventory investment contribution to real GDP growth rate. More precisely, they retain

the bounce-back augmented threshold autoregressive model proposed recently by Bec et

al. [2011b] to account for periods of high-growth recoveries following the cycle trough4.

Their first results are quite encouraging, but still open to criticism due to the very nature

of the data. Actually, inventory investment data are measured by the French national

statistics Institute (INSEE) as the difference between the national sources and uses other

than inventories, namely intermediate consumption, final consumption, gross fixed cap-

ital formation and exports. If the latter were perfectly measured, then so would the

inventory investment data. In general, any measurement error in the various uses will

contaminate the measure of inventory investment. As a consequence, these inventory

investment data are also subject to large revisions.

Our contribution to this literature is twofold. First, we circumvent this data issue by

using European opinion survey data instead. Survey data gives a qualitative but direct

assessment by the firm leaders on the level of inventories and is not subject to revision

(but for the last available observation so as to include the latest answers). Second, the

use of survey data gives us the opportunity to distinguish the inventory investment in

finished goods by industrial firms and the one by retail traders5. This is not possible

4See Kim et al. [2005] or Morley and Piger [2012] for an extension of the Markov-Switching model

which allows bounce-back effects.
5PMI survey also contains questions about the stocks of purchases and the stocks of finished goods

in manufacturing industry and retail trade.
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with the quarterly accounts where only a decomposition by products is available. This

is interesting since the inventory behavior is likely to depend on the position of the firm

in the production process, as emphasized in e.g. Blinder and Maccini [1991] and de

Rougemont [2011]. For instance, inventories of finished goods are expected to adjust

quicker to the desired level in retail trade than in manufacturing. Inventory investment

is also found to be less volatile in the latter sector than in the former, according to

Blinder and Maccini [1991]. Besides French data, we also analyze German and aggregate

European data for the period 1985Q1-2011Q4.

Our results suggest that both the linearity hypothesis and the null of no bounce-back

in the threshold model are strongly rejected in the three cases. Moreover, the introduc-

tion of the bounce-back effect in the threshold model clearly improves the short-term

forecasting performance for Germany and the European aggregate in the manufactur-

ing sector and for France and the European aggregate in the retail trade sector. These

results are compatible with the view that the real GDP growth rate bounce-back may

originate in the inventory investment behavior. As regards the comparison of inventory

investment behavior across sectors, it turns out that the bounce-back occurs later and

lasts longer in manufacturing than in retail trade sector.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 briefly presents the bounce-back aug-

mented threshold autoregressive model and discusses the various shapes of bounce-back

functions as special cases of the general model. Section 2 describes the data and presents

the linearity tests before reporting the estimation results. Section 3 evaluates the short-

run forecasting performances of the bounce-back models, paying careful attention to the

last recession episode. Section 4 concludes.

1 The bounce-back augmented threshold autoregres-

sive model

The model considered throughout this paper was first introduced by Bec et al. [2011b].

Denoting by zt the inventory investment series that we will discuss more precisely in the
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next section, the bounce-back augmented threshold autoregression is the following:

φ(L)zt = µt + et, (1)

with µt defined by

µt = γ0(1− st) + γ1st

+λ1st

ℓ+m∑

j=ℓ+1

st−j + λ2(1− st)

ℓ+m∑

j=ℓ+1

st−j + λ3

ℓ+m∑

j=ℓ+1

∆yt−j−1st−j, (2)

and where φ(L) is a lag polynomial of order p with roots lying outside the unit circle

and et i.i.d. N (0,σ). In the second equation, ℓ and m are non-negative integers and

correspond respectively to the delay with which the bounce-back effect occurs and to its

duration. The λi’s parameters measure the size of the bounce-back effect. The variable

st denotes the transition function which takes on the value zero or one. In our model,

st is defined as:

st = 0 if ∆yt−1 > κ and 1 otherwise, (3)

where κ is a real-valued threshold parameter and ∆yt−1 is the lagged growth rate of

real GDP. The model given by equations (1) to (3) allows for an asymmetric behavior

across regimes. Here, st = 1 is identified as the low, or contraction regime by assuming

κ < 0. It implies that the intercept in equation (1) is γ0 if the lagged growth rate of

real GDP, ∆yt−1, is larger than the threshold κ (i.e. high, or expansion regime) and γ1

otherwise. The remainder of equation (2) defines a very flexible form for the bounce-back

phenomenon. If λ1 is positive, then the term λ1st
∑ℓ+m

j=ℓ+1 st−j will increase µt above its

low regime value (γ1), ℓ + 1 quarters after the beginning of the recession and so until

the recession comes to its end. Hence, this term activates during the recession only. If

λ2 is positive, then the value of µt will exceed γ0 immediately after the recession is over.

Finally, note that the third term of the bounce-back function depends on the depth of

the last recession through the variable ∆yt−j−1: negative values of λ3 will drive µt above

(γ0(1− st) + γ1st) proportionally to the depth of the recession.

The µt function defined by equation (2) has the nice property that it nests the three

models first proposed by Kim et al. [2005], namely the U-, V- and Depth-shaped bounce-
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back6 as well as the no bounce-back — standard threshold — model with the following

linear restrictions:

- HN
0 : λi = 0 ∀i corresponds to the standard (no bounce-back) threshold model,

- HU
0 : λ1 = λ2 = λ 6= 0 and λ3 = 0 gives the U-shaped model, hereafter denoted BBU,

- HV
0 : λ2 6= 0 and λ1 = λ3 = 0 gives the BBV model,

- HD
0 : λ3 6= 0 and λ1 = λ2 = 0 defines the BBD model.

The null hypothesis of linearity amounts here to test the joint hypothesis λ1 = λ2 = λ3 =

0 and γ0 = γ1, i.e. µt becomes a constant term. Obviously, the threshold parameter

is unidentified under this null. Consequently, the linearity test will rely on a SupLR

statistics along the lines proposed by Davies [1987] and its bootstrapped p-value will be

computed following Hansen [1996]. By contrast, since there are nuisance parameter free,

the four assumptions HN
0 , H

U
0 , H

V
0 and HD

0 can be tested from a LR statistics which has

a standard Chi-squared distribution.

Finally, the general model defined here by equations (1) to (3) will be denoted

BBF(p,m, ℓ), as in Bec et al. [2011b]. This BBF model is estimated along the lines

described in Bec et al. [2011b], from the nonlinear least squares method using a triple

grid search on the ℓ, m and κ parameters, for ℓ ∈ {0, 1, 2},m ∈ {0, . . . , 8} and κ ∈ [κl; κu]

where κl is the 5%-quantile of the switching variable ∆yt and κu = 0 so as to define the

low regime as a recession regime.

2 Inventories investment nonlinear dynamics

The data we consider throughout the analysis come from the European Commission

total manufacturing industry and retail trade opinion survey, regarding the assessment

of stocks. For industry it corresponds to Question 4 of the business opinion survey,

namely:

“Do you consider your current stock of finished products to be...?

6See Bec et al. [2011a] and Bec et al. [2011b] for a detailed description of these functions.
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• + too large (above normal)

• = adequate (normal for the season)

• - too small (below normal)”

while for retail trade, it corresponds to Question 2 of the retail trade survey, namely:

“Do you consider the volume of stock you currently hold to be...?”, with the same

three items as potential replies. The indicators are expressed as the seasonally adjusted

balance (in percentage points) of positive over negative results.

The data are available at the monthly frequency, but since the GDP are quarterly

data, the survey balances are converted into quarterly frequency by averaging monthly

observations. Our sample includes data for France, Germany and Europe over the period

1985Q1 to 2011Q4 but for the retail trade survey for Europe which starts in 1985Q4

only. To make these survey data comparable to inventory investment, we take their first

difference. Actually, the questions clearly focus on the volume of inventories in levels.

Hence, the use of series in first difference is more relevant since a lower destocking

captured by a decrease in the survey variable from a high level contributes positively to

the GDP growth rate and thus can take part to the rebound in real GDP growth. Then,

we use this series with inverted sign because a positive survey balance is most likely to

correspond to a decrease in inventory investment. Indeed a positive balance means that

a majority of business leaders consider their stock as too large, which implies at least

that they stop increasing it further. The two countries and the European aggregate data

are plotted in Figure 1, see Appendix.

Table 1 below reports parameters m, ℓ and κ estimates once the lag length parameter

p is fixed at the smallest value which eliminates estimated residuals serial correlation7.

The columns SupLR and p−value report the results of the SupLR linearity test for 2,000

random draws under the null. As can be seen from the bootstrapped p−values of the

tests reported in the last column of Table 1, the linearity null hypothesis is strongly

rejected for the inventory investment in the total manufacturing industry. The evidence

7Regarding the retail trade sector data, even though the BBF model residuals were found not serially

correlated with zero lag in the German and French cases, it turns out that the third lag provides

significant information regarding the dynamics of ∆xt and hence, it is kept for the subsequent analysis.
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Table 1: Linearity tests results: Model I

Country p m̂ ℓ̂ κ̂ SupLR p-value

Manufacturing

DE 1 4 1 -0.02 37.84 0.00

FR 1 3 2 -0.11 15.41 0.01

EA 1 4 1 -0.07 33.43 0.00

Retail trade

DE 3 2 0 -0.18 13.50 0.08

FR 3 2 0 -0.11 9.75 0.09

EA 2 2 0 -0.23 11.12 0.15

of nonlinearity is only slightly weaker in the retail trade sector. Regarding the bounce-

back duration, it is longer for manufacturing (three to four quarters) than for retail

trade (two quarters). It is also worth noticing that the effect activates earlier in the

retail trade sector than in the manufacturing industry where it is delayed by one or two

quarters. These findings are well in line with the widespread view that the adjustment

of inventories to the desired level is quicker in retail trade than in manufacturing. As

stressed by Blinder and Maccini [1991] from U.S. data, manufacturers’ inventories of

finished goods are the least volatile component of inventory investment.

Let us now test for the existence and more specific shapes of the bounce-back effect

in Equation (2). The log-likelihood ratio test statistics corresponding to the various

hypothesis are reported in Table 2 below. Regarding the manufacturing sector, the

null of no bounce-back effect is always strongly rejected. In the German case, the U-

shaped bounce-back model is not rejected since the p−value of the χ2(2) distributed LR

statistics is 50%. In France and Europe, the standard U-, V-, and Depth-shaped bounce-

back functions are strongly rejected. A closer look at the BBF model estimates8 reveals

that λ3 is not significantly different from zero, which is confirmed by the LR statistics

reported in the last column of Table 2. This constrained BBF model will hence be kept

for the subsequent analysis. In the retail trade sector, the null of no bounce-back is again

strongly rejected. So are the existing U, V and D-shaped bounce-back patterns. When

8Not reported but available upon request.
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Table 2: LR-Test for the shape of the bounce-back function

Country H1 :BBF HN
0 :no BB HU

0 :BBU HV
0 :BBV HD

0 :BBD HC
0 :BBFc

Manufacturing

DE (-202.77) 33.50 1.40 11.74 21.18

FR (-259.81) 13.18 9.18 11.48 15.94 2.20(a)

EA (-172.71) 29.92 15.08 26.30 27.16 3.18(a)

Retail trade

DE (-240.51) 10.63 14.94 11.74 14.67 3.47(b)

FR (-257.81) 10.28 7.81 13.47 12.58 3.07(b)

EA (-211.18) 10.87 6.49 10.77 7.47 1.91(b)

Notes: Figures into parenthesis are log-likelihoods.

Bold characters denote rejection of the null at the 5%-level.

Superscripts (a) and (b) correspond to the constraints λ3 = 0 and λ2 = λ3 = 0 respectively.

looking at the BBF model estimates9, it turns out that only λ1 is significantly different

from zero. The test of the joint hypothesis λ2 = λ3 = 0 — reported in the last column

of Table 2 — never rejects the null. Finally, in Table 3 below, we report the constrained

BBF versions but for German manufacturing data where the BBU model is retained. λ1

and λ2’ estimates have the expected sign in the six models, i.e. they are positive which

corresponds to a larger value for µt. A quick glance at the estimated bounce-back effects,

i.e. µ̂t − γ̂0(1 − st) − γ̂1st, see Figure 2 reported in appendix, reveals that it activates

more often and lasts longer in the manufacturing sector (graphs on the left-hand side)

than in the retail trade (right-hand side). The bounce-back magnitude is comparable

in both sectors during the last recession, but it is triggered earlier in the recession in

the retail trade sector than in manufacturing. Since λ2 = λ3 = 0 for retail trade data,

the bounce-back effect stops as soon as the recession is over. During the 1992 and 2002

recessions, the estimated bounce-back effects are twice as large in the manufacturing

sector as in the retail trade sector. In the later, the recession which occurred in the

early 2000s did not generate any bounce-back effect according to French and European

models estimates.

9Not reported but available upon request.
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Table 3: Models estimates

DE FR EA DE FR EA

Manufacturing Retail trade

γ0 -1.03 -0.66 -0.20 0.27 -0.16 0.03

(0.32) (0.42) (0.17) (0.35) (0.33) (0.21)

γ1 -2.56 -0.13 -1.80 -2.19 -1.37 -2.24

(0.50) (1.45) (0.60) (0.86) (1.41) (1.11)

λ1 1.22 5.23 1.98 2.61 3.58 2.38

(0.20) (2.57) (0.44) (1.07) (1.32) (0.79)

λ2 1.22 1.57 0.55

(0.61) (0.19)

λ3 0.00 0.00 0.00

φ1 0.53 0.27 0.60 0.04 -0.23 -0.03

(0.07) (0.10) (0.07) (0.09) (0.10) (0.10)

φ2 0.04 -0.12 -0.17

(0.10) (0.10) (0.09)

φ3 -0.17 -0.15

(0.09) (0.09)

σ 2.01 3.72 1.51 3.20 3.23 2.06

n0 76 97 96 85 97 95

n1 31 10 11 22 10 9

R2 0.63 0.21 0.60 0.11 0.13 0.12

Q(4) [p-val] [0.25] [0.67] [0.39] [0.99] [0.99] [0.59]

Notes: Figures into parenthesis are standard deviations.

Characters in italic denote constrained values.

ni is the number of obs. in regime i.

3 Forecasting accuracy evaluation

As an additional check of the added value of the BBF models over the linear specifica-

tion, the one-step ahead forecasts are calculated from a pseudo-real time analysis using

recursive regressions.

Given that our final observation date, Tf , is 2011Q4, we begin the forecast perfor-

mance evaluation from T0=2006Q1. Then, for all t ∈ {T0, ..., Tf − 1}, we estimate the

model from the first available observation until t, and use this estimate to compute the
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one-step-ahead forecasts. Then, we decompose the last crisis episode into the recession

time and the recovery, beginning the quarter just after the trough. The recession dates

come from the ECRI for Germany and France and were calculated following the Bry

and Boschan [1971] algorithm adapted to quarterly data for the European aggregate.

So as to assess the added value of the nonlinear features of the model, these forecasts

are compared with those from a benchmark linear autoregression, i.e. imposing a con-

stant value for µt in equation (1). The added value of the bounce-back term is also

assessed by comparing these forecasts to a standard SETAR model, i.e. setting all the

λi’s to zero, i = 1, 2, 3, in equation (2). Finally, we focus on point forecasts accuracy

as measured by the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) criteria. For the manufacturing

(respectively retail trade) sector, they are reported in Table 4 (resp. 5). A quick glance

at the RMSEs obtained for the manufacturing sector reveals that it is almost always the

case that the BBF models forecasts outperform the ones from the linear (AR) or the

standard threshold (TAR) autoregressions. For the evaluation sample, the ratio of the

BBF and AR models RMSEs is 0.79 in Germany and 0.84 in Europe. By contrast, the

gain in forecasting accuracy is rather disappointing for the French case: here, the best

ratio is obtained during the last recovery but it reaches only 0.97. The results obtained

for the retail trade sector are more contrasted in terms of forecast accuracy. Actually,

they are quite disappointing in the German case where the only sub-period favorable

to the bounce-back model is the last two years after the end of the recession. For the

evaluation sample and the 2008q3-2011q4 sub-sample, the BBF models, whether con-

strained or not, perform exactly as well as the linear model. By contrast, French results

in the retail trade are strongly favorable to the BBF model where the gain typically

lies between 15 to 30%, and reaches as much as 53% for the unconstrained BBF model

during the last recession. For the European data, the results obtained in the retail trade

sector are comparable to those obtained in the manufacturing sector, except that here,

the unconstrained BBF model outperforms its constrained version in all sub-samples

but the last recovery.
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Table 4: 1-step ahead forecasts (relative RMSE criterion): Manufacturing

Model Evaluation Recession and recovery Recession Recovery

Germany

dates 2006q1-2011q4 2008q3-2011q4 2008q3-2009q1 2009q2-2011q4

AR(1)∗ 3.40 4.27 5.71 3.78

TAR(1) 0.98 0.97 0.93 1.01

BBF(1,4,1) 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.81

BBU(1,4,1) 0.79 0.77 0.78 0.77

France

dates 2006q1-2011q4 2008q2-2011q4 2008q2-2009q1 2009q2-2011q4

AR(1)∗ 4.24 5.07 4.33 5.31

TAR(1) 1.00 1.00 1.10 0.97

BBF(1,3,2) 1.13 1.14 1.06 1.16

BBFc(1,3,2) 0.99 0.99 1.06 0.97

European Aggregate

dates 2006q1-2011q4 2008q2-2011q4 2008q2-2009q2 2009q3-2011q4

AR(1)∗ 2.20 2.74 3.55 2.24

TAR(1) 1.06 1.07 1.06 1.07

BBF(1,4,1) 0.86 0.85 0.74 0.97

BBFc(1,4,1) 0.84 0.82 0.75 0.91

∗: All RMSE, but the ones of the AR models, are given relative to the AR model RMSE.

4 Conclusion

This paper explores the existence of a bounce-back effect in inventory investment using

the European Commission opinion survey on stocks of finished products in manufactur-

ing and retail trade. The data are quarterly balance (in percentage points) of positive

over negative results for France, Germany and a European aggregate, from 1985q1 to

2011q4. Using the bounce-back augmented threshold autoregression first proposed by

Bec et al. [2011a], our empirical findings support the existence of a high recovery episode

for inventory investment, during the quarters immediately following the recessions. As

expected, this bounce-back episode occurs later and lasts longer in manufacturing than

in retail trade sector. On the whole, the inventory investment bounce-back found here
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Table 5: 1-step ahead forecasts (relative RMSE criterion): Retail trade

Model Evaluation Recession and recovery Recession Recovery

Germany

dates 2006q1-2011q4 2008q3-2011q4 2008q3-2009q1 2009q2-2011q4

AR(3)∗ 3.97 4.41 6.28 3.74

TAR(3) 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.05

BBF(3,2,0) 1.01 1.00 1.07 0.94

BBFc(3,2,0) 1.01 1.00 1.06 0.96

France

dates 2006q1-2011q4 2008q2-2011q4 2008q2-2009q1 2009q2-2011q4

AR(3)∗ 2.66 3.31 2.68 3.51

TAR(3) 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.96

BBF(3,2,0) 0.94 0.93 0.47 1.00

BBFc(3,2,0) 0.83 0.82 0.67 0.85

European Aggregate

dates 2006q1-2011q4 2008q2-2011q4 2008q2-2009q2 2009q3-2011q4

AR(2)∗ 1.73 1.97 1.93 2.08

TAR(2) 1.02 1.04 1.01 1.09

BBF(2,2,0) 0.84 0.80 0.77 0.87

BBFc(2,2,0) 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.78

∗: All RMSE, but the ones of the AR models, are given relative to the AR model RMSE.

could explain the real GDP growth rate bounce-back pointed out in previous empirical

studies. In order to check this, the extension of the analysis to the joint dynamics of

real GDP growth rate and inventory investment opinion survey data is on our research

agenda.
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Figure 1: Centered balance of opinions (inverted sign)
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Figure 2: Estimated bounce-back functions
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